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INTRODUCTION

It is not uncommon for members of planning and zoning boards or commissions to have occasional conflicts of interest related to pending applications. In fact, most of the litigation surrounding ethical issues in land use planning and zoning matters involves situations where the applicant or the public believes that a board member had a personal financial or familial conflict that should have been disclosed. A number of cases reported in the media and playing out in the courts have centered on scenarios where a planning or zoning board was unable to conduct business due to a lack of a quorum because two or more board members had conflicts of interest.

A recent news account described how two planning board members were asked by the developer’s attorney to recuse themselves from reviewing a proposal for a project that would house two big box stores, because, as private citizens, they had signed a petition to stop the proposed project. This situation led the town board to consider a local law providing for the appointment of alternates—and caused a delay in the project review. In another situation, a zoning board delayed hearing a matter because three members of the seven-member zoning board were unable to conduct business due to a lack of a quorum because two or more board members had conflicts of interest.

In extreme situations, courts have employed a “rule of necessity” to enable conflicted board members to conduct the necessary business of the municipality. For example, in a California locality—where four of five council members had a potential conflict of interest regarding the hiring of a consultant to help with the drafting of a zoning ordinance, and where the city attorney knew that action could not be taken pursuant to a vote of only one member—the answer was to draw cards. By drawing cards from a deck shuffled by the city clerk, the two members who drew the highest value cards would be “excused” from their identified conflict of interest since the business before the board had to go on with a quorum eligible to vote.

The California Fair Political Practices Commission approves of this method since it is random, and courts in other states, such as New Jersey, apply the “rule of necessity” to allow, and even require, board members who have conflicts of interest to vote when doing otherwise would result in the municipality’s inability to review and decide on an application. In the New Jersey case, a landowner who owned property contiguous to a private yacht club sought to disqualify seven members of the planning board who were also members of the club. Finding a conflict of interest, the court stated: “It is difficult for the court to believe that a typical citizen would not perceive the clear potential for the objective capacity of the Yacht Club members to be impaired in this setting.” Notwithstanding the recognized conflict, the court concluded that in smaller communities such as this, without an alternate procedure in place to rule on the application, the members of the board should be permitted to rule on the application consistent with their duty to protect the public interest.

CHECKLIST OF ISSUES TO BE COVERED IN LOCAL LAWS AND ORDINANCES

- Public Purpose and Authority
- Number of Alternates
- Terms of Office
- Duties and Responsibilities
- How Alternates are Selected for Service
- Whether Alternates Count for Quorum
- Voting Rights
There is, however, a better way. Where possible, municipalities should incorporate the provision for the appointment of alternate members of planning and zoning boards and commissions.10

STATUTORY AUTHORITY

General
A number of states provide specific state statutory authority for the appointment of alternate members of planning and zoning boards (Alabama,11 Colorado,12 Illinois,13 Louisiana,14 Maryland,15 New York,16 North Carolina,17 North Dakota,18 Missouri,19 Rhode Island,20 Texas,21 and Utah22), yet very few statutes provide any meaningful guidance on how best to implement otherwise broad permissive authority. The failure to specify these details can lead to dramatic controversy, as evidenced recently in a New Hampshire town.

The trouble began when a town official proposed a rule requiring alternates to sit in the audience unless they are actually filling in for an absent or recused regular member. Tempers flared and several heated shouting matches broke out during the meeting, with the alternates accusing the board of having political motives for keeping them in the audience, and the board accusing the alternates of having a “persecution complex.”23 This scenario raises many questions about the role of alternate board members; whether alternates should have the same duties and responsibilities as regular board members; whether alternate members are considered part of the board or commission regardless if they are actually called to sit in on a particular matter; whether alternate members should have a right or a duty to vote on specific matters where they were not called into action specifically for that matter (e.g., when a duly constituted board votes but there is a tie); and exactly when and how alternate board members are designated for service on a particular matter.

Where specific state statutory authority is not granted, municipal attorneys and planners should look to other statutes to determine whether such authority exists. For example, an Oakland, California, city attorney opined that the planning commission is authorized to appoint alternate members to standing committees of the commission.24 This opinion does not authorize the appointment of alternate members to statutorily constituted land use boards, only to the standing committees thereof. However, the use of alternates should be considered for these committees as well as for other permissive local land use advisory boards established by local governments.

How Alternates Are Designated
It is important to have clear procedures regarding how designated alternates are to be called into service. Without such guidance, the process remains open to criticism because the appointing authority may seemingly pick and choose which alternate is to be selected and at what time in the process. Some states have wisely addressed this in statute. For example, New Jersey statutes require that alternates be designated at the time of initial appointment as “Alternate No.1 and Alternate No. 2” up to four in municipalities with four members.25 In Pennsylvania, the designation of an alternate is to be made on a “...case-by-case basis in rotation according to declining seniority among all alternates.”26 Connecticut statutes offer another twist, providing: “If a regular member of a zoning board of appeals is absent, he may designate an alternate from the panel of alternates to act in his place. If he fails to make such designation or if he is disqualified, the chairman of the board shall designate an alternate from such panel, choosing alternates in rotation so that they shall act as nearly equal a number of times as possible.”27 It is peculiar that individual board members should get to select their alternate, particularly when they are disqualified for a conflict of interest from participating in the matter. It would seem more appropriate for either the chair of the board to make the selection or for the local law to provide for the specific rotation so as to avoid even the appearance of impropriety.

Determining the Role of Alternates—Participation and Voting
Most state statutes are silent with respect to specifying the powers and duties of alternates. Without a local law setting forth clear guidance, municipalities often have to respond unprepared to issues as they arise. A town council in Maryland had to vote on whether alternates could ask questions and submit input when not appointed to replace an absent member.28 The board voted to take a limited approach to involving alternates when they are not officially sitting as a voting member. The town attorney cautioned that the alternate must still be allowed to exercise the right to speak as a citizen. The sole dissenter, however, expressed the opinion that if attendance was mandatory, the alternate ought to be able to do everything except vote.29

Typically, where statutes address the issue, alternates are allowed to vote only when a regular member is absent or disqualified. However, situations may arise where an alternate fills in when a board member is simply absent for some reason; although the proposed project is presented and reviewed at that meeting, the vote might not take place until a future meeting. Whether the alternate should be permitted to vote in this situation is the subject of debate. Michigan law addresses this issue for zoning boards of appeals by stipulating that when an alternate member “fills in” for a regular member, the alternate will preside over that matter until its completion or until a final decision, rather than hand it off to the regular member in the middle of the proceedings.30

New Jersey law, on the other hand, provides that alternates may participate in all board discussions, but they may only vote if a member is absent or disqualified.31 Similarly, in New Hampshire, alternates have no authority to participate as board members unless and until they are designated to sit in the place of an absent or disqualified board member; therefore, unless they have been so designated, they are not to participate in board deliberations, ask questions of applicants, or vote on applications or appeals.32

DRAFTING LOCAL LAWS TO PROVIDE FOR ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS
State enabling statutes lack consistency with respect to the use of alter-
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Alternate members of planning and zoning boards. The real challenge, however, is the lack of specificity in state enabling statutes to address myriad issues that arise in practice with respect to the appointment and roles of alternate board members. This can be a trap for untrained attorneys and professional planning staff advising the various boards, and particularly for local legislative bodies that are, in the first instance, the drafters of local laws needed to fill in the gaps.

Starting with the premise that alternate members are needed for the smooth operation of government land use decision making—including the fact that alternates can be used to avoid, whenever possible, tie votes (due to either absence or conflicts), and can be designated to prevent allegations of unethical conduct on the part of board members who may have real or perceived conflicts of interest—state statutes largely leave the task to the creativity of the local government in drafting ordinances and laws governing the procedures for the use of alternate members. With some exceptions, described in the details above, municipalities must develop a fair set of guidelines addressing all aspects of the use of alternates; yet, too often municipalities simply echo minimal state authority and provide no clear rules of procedure or guidance in their local laws. What follows is some advice on what should be considered in the development of local laws, bylaws, and rules of procedure for various local land use boards and commissions.

Naming Alternate Members
Alternate members should be named at the same time and in the same manner as regular board members. This prevents a situation where a local official could be accused of designating an alternate solely due to his stance on a particular current and politically sensitive land use issue. It also allows for a political balance of power when the chief elected official recommends the alternate subject to approval of the local legislative body. It would not be prudent to permit either of these entities, or the planning or zoning board chair, to have the unchecked power to make such an appointment. While some statutes authorize the appointment of a certain maximum number of alternates (e.g., one or two), where no such limitation exists it makes sense to consider appointing a panel of alternates equal to at least a majority number of the members on the board. In Arlington, Texas, the local law does not provide for alternate members of the planning board, but it does authorize the appointment of four alternate members to the zoning board of adjustment.44

In some cases, local laws are clear that alternate members are considered to be members of the planning or zoning board. For example, the local law in the Town of Silt, Colorado, provides that the planning and zoning commission “shall consist of seven members (five permanent members and two alternates).”45 The Town of Silt’s approach makes it clearer that alternate members are considered part of the board, as opposed to merely an adjunct. This is consistent with the spare guidance there is in some state statutes that provides that alternate board members shall be held to the same requirements as regular members, such as attendance at meetings and participation in mandated training.

It is also a good idea to find alternate board members who do not specifically resemble other board members. For example, whenever possible, alternates should come from different professions, sit on different volunteer boards, and live in different neighborhoods. This will help avoid situations where both regular and alternate members have conflicts.

Terms of Office
Alternate members should be appointed for specific terms, which may or may not be renewable. Terms can be consistent with the term of office for regular board members (usually three years) and they may be staggered to parallel the terms of office of regular board members. Most statutes are silent as to terms of office for alternates, leaving it purely to local discretion. The Borough of Lake Hopatcong, in New Jersey, provides that alternate members (up to two) shall be appointed for two-year terms, except that their terms may not expire in the same year.46 In Sandy City, Utah, planning commission alternates are appointed for five-year terms, as are regular commission members; the local law further provides that alternate terms shall have a two-and-half year gap between term expirations.47 The Town of Cambria, in New York, allows for the appointment of alternate members of planning and zoning boards for terms of one year.48 While the Town of Silt provides for four-year terms for alternates (the same for permanent members), the local law goes further, specifying that an alternate may become a permanent member of the board upon appointment by the Board of Trustees.49

Duties and Compensation
It is not enough to assume that an alternate will “spring into action” upon a regular board member’s absence or disqualifying conflict. Regular board members attend many meetings and may undergo training, and, after a time
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in office, are fairly familiar with the state and local laws governing land use—more so than the average citizen. Careful consideration must be given as to how to adequately prepare an alternate in the event a regular member is unable to serve on a particular matter. As noted previously, options include imposing the same requirements (and offering the same opportunities) for alternate board members as for regular board members. This includes attendance at all meetings (and a decision as to whether and to what extent, and in what capacity, an alternate member may participate in any of these meetings) and all training sessions. This may require a small fiscal commitment from the municipality, both for parity of compensation where regular board members receive a “salary” and for additional funds to cover the cost of training. By imposing the same requirements on alternate members, applicants can rest assured that the alternates are as equally prepared to review their application as the regular board members.

Where the additional compensation is not available, or if the municipality determines that equal duties (absent a vote unless officially called into service) are not necessary, alternate members should be appointed as close to the start of a review of the particular application as possible. This means that absences should be announced with as much advance notice as possible (such as when a board member is leaving for a planned vacation, a scheduled out-of-town business trip, or scheduled surgery), and conflicts of interest for regular board members should be identified and articulated as early possible.

Designating the Alternate to Serve
In most cases, the legislative body of a municipality will designate more than one alternate. For example, Marshall Township, in Pennsylvania, provides by local law that the legislative body may appoint at least one but no more than three alternate members to the zoning hearing board. While this is a permissive local law, that of Town of East Windsor, in Connecticut, provides that the Board of Selectmen shall appoint three alternate members to the planning and zoning commission.

Local laws and ordinances should set forth the procedure for designating the specific alternate to serve. Wherever possible, discretion should be removed from this designation so as to avoid the appearance that the appointing entity is “shopping” for a particular point of view. Alternates may be designated, for example, as number one and number two, as suggested by state statute in New Jersey. Local procedures should then indicate whether alternates are to be called on a rotating (or alternating) basis. For example, in Lake Hopatcong, New Jersey, where, pursuant to state statute, the alternates are designated as number one and number two, the local law provides that “in the event that a choice must be made as to which alternate is to vote, Alternate No. 1 shall vote.”

There may certainly be instances when both or all alternates serve simultaneously in place of regular board members. In some cases the possibility of political influence has been addressed in state statute or local law; for example, a local law may prohibit all alternate members from being from the same political party. In Sandy City, Utah, the chair of the board of adjustment is authorized to establish a service rotation system so that no alternate serves more than another. In the Village of Alfred, New York, the law provides that to the extent practical, the service of alternate shall be rotated. By local law, the Town of Lebanon, in Connecticut, provides that where a regular member of the planning and zoning commission is absent or disqualified, the commission chair may designate an alternate to act “choosing alternates in rotation so that they shall act as nearly equal a number of times as possible.”

Availability of Alternates
Alternates should be appointed as close to the start of service as possible. Where the ordinance specifically states that a choice must be made as to which alternate to vote, Alternate No. 1 shall vote.

Attendance by Alternates at Meetings and Effect on Quorum
This issue relates in part to the duties of board members as discussed above. Where alternates are required to attend all regularly scheduled board meetings, the applicant is assured that, if a regular member withdraws later in the review process, the alternate member is fully knowledgeable about the issues involved in the review and proceedings. Issues can also arise when a decision is reached on the application with the assistance of an alternate board member, and the applicant later comes back with a similar or related request. Procedures should discuss what, if any, role the alternate member should have in this situation.

Generally, alternate board members are available when a quorum would not otherwise be possible. However, the Town of Montreat, in North Carolina, makes it clear in its local code that while alternate members may vote in the absence of regular members, the presence of an alternate “shall not be counted when establishing a quorum.” The opposite guidance is provided in the Town of Grant-Valkaria (Florida), where the ordinance specifically states with respect to the planning and zoning board that: “the first and second alternate shall be counted to establish a quorum as the case may be. For example, if there are only three voting members of the board present, the first alternate shall be counted to establish a quorum and he or she may also cast a vote. If there are only two voting members present both the first and second alternate members shall be counted to establish a quorum and each may cast a vote. . . .”

Right to Vote
Typically, alternates will have a right to vote only when they are designated to replace a regular board member for specific reasons. The right to vote is easily understood, for example, when an alternate is appointed to review a particular application because a regular board member has a conflict of interest on that application. More guidance is needed, however, where an alternate is appointed due to the absence of a regular member. In this scenario, does the alternate stay as a voting member of the board, in the shoes of the absent board member, for all future meetings in which matters brought before the board in the regular member’s absence might come up—even after the regular board member has returned to service? This issue can be resolved by simply allowing the alternate to see through,
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from start to finish, all applications that were begun under his service on the board as a full (alternate) member. This option, however, would require the alternate member potentially to “spring into service” at any number of future board meetings. Some municipalities might prefer, particularly where there is no conflict of interest, to have the regular board member assume these responsibilities.

A dilemma exists in situations where the alternates are appointed for reasons other than conflict of interest, such as absences. Legitimate questions arise as to whether alternates should vote on matters that had previously been reviewed by the board prior to the alternate’s appointment, and where the alternate did not attend those meetings. Although an applicant could raise issues of fairness, these are no different from a situation in which a term of office ends for a regular board member and a new board member is appointed to the board. Terms of office do not always end to coincide with the conclusion of all “old business” before the board.

In another twist, the Town of Grant-Valkaria provides by ordinance that, while an alternate may not normally vote as a member of the board, “the first and second alternate shall be entitled to vote on any matter in which the vote of the voting members of the planning and zoning board results in a tie. For example, if there are six voting members present, and a vote results in a 3 to 3 tie, then the first alternate shall cast a vote.”

CONCLUSION

It is a good idea for municipalities to appoint alternate members for planning and zoning boards. While some states and municipalities specify that such a process may be used only in cases of conflicts of interest, the designation and use of alternates may be a necessity in other scenarios, such as absences due to illness and other personal matters. Given the lack of clarity in most state enabling statutes with respect to the use of alternate board members, local governments should adopt local laws that go well beyond the mere authorization for appoint-
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